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Abstract. In this paper we present a novel method designed for word-level visual speech recognition and intended
for use in human-robot interaction. The ability of robots to understand natural human speech will significantly
improve the quality of human-machine interaction. Despite outstanding breakthroughs achieved in this field in
recent years this challenge remains unresolved. In current research we mainly focus on the visual part of the human
speech, so-called automated lip-reading task, which becomes crucial for human-robot interaction in acoustically
noisy environment. The developed method is based on the use of state-of-the-art artificial intelligence technologies
and allowed to achieve an incredible 85.03% speech recognition accuracy using only video data. It is worth noting
that the model training and testing of the method was carried out on a benchmarking LRW database recorded inthe-wild, and the presented results surpass many existing achieved by the researchers of the world
speech recognition community.
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1. Introduction
Automatic speech recognition is a field of growing attention in modern human-robot
interaction. It is a natural form of communication and the ability of robots to understand human
speech is difficult to overestimate. Such ability has already proved its usefulness in many
practical applications [1]. However, in acoustically noisy conditions, such as public places,
construction environment, road traffic, etc. audio speech recognition for robots doesn’t perform
at its best. From this perspective, visual speech recognition (or so-called automated lip-reading)
is a natural complement to audio-based speech recognition [2]. It can facilitate speech
recognition in aforementioned noisy environments.
Traditional speech recognition system consists of two stages: features extraction block
and speech recognition block [3]. Very recently, an end-to-end approach for visual speech
recognition have been presented [4]. Its core idea is to use only one neural network which
perform the functions of both blocks: (1) extract informative features and (2) speech
recognition. However, research on end-to-end lip-reading has been very limited. The proposed
in this paper method and developed visual speech recognition system belongs to end-to-end
category.
Motivated by these problems, we develop a method for word-level visual speech
recognition and build an end-to-end model to be used in modern human-robot interaction
systems. The developed technologies and the obtained results are in line with the state-of-theart world level and surpass it in some aspects.
In summary, we make three main contributions. Firstly, we propose a novel method for
word-level visual speech recognition to be used in human-robot interfaces. Secondly, we build
from scratch state-of-the-art end-to-end model and train it on a real-world data. Finally, we
report the evaluation results on benchmarking LRW dataset and compare it with existing
methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we refer to recent works on
automated lip-reading, with emphasis on those that apply end-to-end methods. In Section 3, we
discuss benchmarking LRW dataset recorded in-the-wild conditions. In Section 4, we present
the proposed method and describe the architecture of the developed end-to-end model. Finally,
In Section 5, we present our evaluation results along with the comparison to the existing
methods.
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2. Related works
Prior to the appearance of modern end-to-end and deep learning approaches, most of the
work in visual speech recognition for human-robot interfaces was based on hand-crafted
features and modelled by Hidden Markov model pipeline [5]. However, in recent years
researchers starting to use deep learning methods either for extracting informative features [68] or for building end-to-end architectures [9-12].
Perspectives of using automated lip-reading technologies for robotic control or in human
robot interfaces were considered in our previous work [13]. In general, visual speech
recognition for robots has a long history. According to the design of the front end network, the
current state-of-the-art visual speech recognition methods can be divided into three main
categories: 2-dimensional (2D) convolutional neural networks (CNN), such in [14], 3dimensional convolutional neural networks (3D CNNs), such in [15], or a combination of 2D
and 3D convolutions, which inherit the advantages of both [16]. Recently, method of third type
have become widely used in visual speech recognition due to its ability to simultaneously
capture temporal dynamics of lips movements and extract discriminative features.
For sequence modeling long-short term memory (LSTMs) or its variations are often
used [17]. When temporal modeling is required, such in visual speech recognition, LSTMs
usually lead to better performance commonly used in NLP, video-prediction, automated lipreading, etc [18-20].
In this paper, we develop own method which is based on the combination of different
state-of-the-art artificial intelligence technologies and improve upon earlier results by achieving
around 85% speech recognition accuracy with 500 recognition classes using only video data.
3. Dataset
This section describes a used in research large-scale visual speech recognition dataset
LRW [21]. The dataset consists of the recordings of 500 English words, forming up to 1000
difference utterances and pronounced by hundreds of speakers. All videos are 29 frames in
length. The LRW main characteristics are presented in the table 1.
Table 1. LRW dataset characteristics.
Dataset
Train
Valid
Test

Classes

500 (words)

Samples for each class
800-1000
50
50

Number of
frames
29
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These 500 words occur more than 800 times in the training set and more than 40 times
in validation and test sets. Worth noting, that the words are not isolated: they are taken in-thewild conditions, so some co-articulation of the lips from preceding and subsequent words is
present. Snapshots of speakers of the LRW dataset are given in the figure 1.

Figure 1. Snapshots of speakers in LRW dataset.
4. Methodology
The functional diagram of the proposed method for visual speech recognition is shown
in Figure 2. It consists of several sequential steps. In the preprocessing phase, we discard
redundant information in order to focus on the lips region.
Firstly, at each video frame the mouth region is detected and cropped by using
FaceMesh MediaPipe algorithm. The mouth region exaction procedure described in great detail
in our previous work [22]. Secondly, before entering our end-to-end model, some augmentation
procedures are performed, namely: (1) Grey-scale transformation, followed by (2) image
normalization and (3) histogram alignment. Then, to reduce overfitting and introduce less
confidence in the predictions, the (4) MixUp data augmentation technique was applied to
images with a probability of 40% (only during training procedure). The merging ratio of the
two images varied from 30 to 70% so that the sum was always 100% (zero transparency). Label
Smoothing was applied to the labels of those images that did not have MixUp. Thirdly, the
resulting images are formed into batches with Sequence_Length of 29 frames (LRW dataset
dimension) and fed into end-to-end network for speech recognition.
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Figure 2. Functional diagram of the proposed visual speech recognition method.
The general architecture and layers dimension of the developed end-to-end model is
shown in Table 2. To extract informative visual features, a modified 3DResNet-18 neural
network was used with the addition of the Squeeze-and-Attention module (left column). ResNet
makes it relatively easy to increase accuracy by increasing depth, which is more difficult to
achieve with other networks. We use Squeeze-and-Attention modules as heads to extract
features to fully exploit their multi-scale.
The back-end of the model is a Bidirectional LSTM network. The extracted features
were applied to 2 layers of BiLSTM, 512 neurons each. The output of the first BiLSTM layer
is sequence-to-sequence. The output of the second BiLSTM layer is sequence-to-one (right
column). The last fully connected layer determines the most probable hypothesis from 500
recognition classes. The training process used a learning rate scheduler technique - cosine
annealing.
We should emphasize that the overall visual speech recognition system can be directly
trained end-to-end. Proposed method for word-level visual speech recognition is based on
recent advances in deep learning and apply them to automated lip-reading to be used in humanrobot interfaces.
Table 2. End-to-end visual speech recognition model architecture
1) Batch of video frames (Sequence_Length × 1 7) Global average pooling
×88 × 88)
(Sequence_Length × 512)
2) 3D Conv (Sequence_Length × 64 × 44 × 44) 8) Dropout layer, p = 0.4
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3) SA-Residual Block × 2 (Sequence_Length ×
64 × 44 × 44)
4) SA-Residual Block × 2 (Sequence_Length ×
128 × 22 × 22)
5) SA-Residual Block × 2 (Sequence_Length ×
256 × 11 × 11)
6) SA-Residual Block × 2 (Sequence_Length ×
512 × 6 × 6)
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9) BiLSTM + Dropout, p = 0.2
(Sequence_Length × 2 × 1024)
10) BiLSTM + Dropout, p = 0.2
(1024)
11) FC + Softmax (500)

5. Evaluations
In this section we present the recognition results of developed visual speech recognition
method and end-to-end neural network architecture on benchmark LRW dataset. The
comparison of recognition accuracy with and without MixUp augmentation technic are shown
in Table 3. The application of MixUp results in increase of recognition accuracy to 85.03%
(2,83% absolute).
Table 3. Comparison of recognition results of our model with / without MixUp
augmentation.
№
1

2

Neural network model architecture
Recognition accuracy
MPipediae FaceMesh + Label Smoothing + Squeeze-and82.2%
Attention + 3DResNet-18 + BiLSTM + Cosine WR
MediaPipe FaceMesh + Label Smoothing + MixUp +
Squeeze-and-Attention + 3DResNet-18 + BiLSTM + Cosine
WR

85.03%

The comparison of recognition results of our model with some state-of-the-art
approaches are shown in Table 4. As we can see from the table, our model outperforms recent
state-of-the-art approaches up to 1.73% absolute if compare with work [12]. Smallest gap in
recognition accuracy seen in comparison with recent research work [5], only 0.23%. However,
with 500 recognition classes and sufficient amount of test data in LRW dataset, this result of
our model is a significant improvement upon previous approaches, confirming the viability of
the proposed method and model.
Table 4. Comparison of recognition results of our model with state-of-the-art on LRW
dataset.
№
1
2
3
4

Neural network model architecture
3D Conv + ResNet-34 + Bi-LSTM [12]
Multi-grained + Bi-ConvLSTM [11]
3D Conv + ResNet-34 + Bi-GRU [10]
PCPG [9]

Recognition accuracy
83.30%
83.34%
83.39%
83.50%
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5

DFTN [8]
SpotFast + Transformer + Product-Key
memory [7]
3D Conv + ResNet-18 + Bi-GRU [6]
3D Conv + P3D-ResNet50 + TCN [5]
Our model

6
7
8
9

4 (2022)

84.13%
84.40%
84.41%
84.80%
85.03%

6. Conclusion
In this paper we introduce an end-to-end visual speech recognition method designed for
word-level automated lip-reading and intended for use in human-robot interaction. The ability
of robots to understand natural human speech will significantly improve the quality of humanmachine interaction. The developed method is based on the use of state-of-the-art artificial
intelligence technologies. Proposed methodology allows to achieve 85.03% speech recognition
accuracy using only video data. It is worth noting that the model training and testing was carried
out on a benchmarking LRW database recorded in-the-wild conditions, which is currently one
of the largest visual speech datasets in the world. Some possible future directions include audiovisual modalities fusion and implementation of developed technologies in interface of mobile
information robot.
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